
MatchGuide
Real-Time, Precision Targeting & Global Orientation System

Benefits

Know where your pixels are…

SystemMultiplierForceA
 MatchGuide is the first operational 
one-of-its-kind system globally, 
enabling accurate designation 
exchange between remote video 
sources in real time. In addition, the 
system enables precise coordinate 
extraction of a selected video pixel 
or marking of known coordinates 
on a live video in real time.
 Too often on battlefields today, 
the need for real time situational 
awareness is acute. Rafael’s 
MatchGuide offers Ground 
Situational Awareness in the form of 
precise annotation (based on image 
matching) presented on both live 
video and orthophoto.  

InnovativeInformationExchange
 MatchGuide closes the operational 
gap for the precise geographical 
information exchange between 
battle participants. The system 
enables designation of entities 
such as targets, threats, friendly 
forces and national infrastructure 

 Efficient & accurate dialogue 
between different live videos, 
covering a common terrain  
Precise coordinate extraction 
from video
High accuracy display of given 
coordinate on a video
Enables pinpoint targeting
Substantially reduces sensor-to-
shooter/sensor cycle time
Minimizes fratricide and 
collateral damage
Enables very close air support
Handles GPS-denied 
environment
Robust to weather conditions 
and change of terrain

on the sender’s video display, 
then sending them to the receiver. 
Utilizing unique image processing 
algorithms, proprietary to Rafael, 
each entity is immediately and 
precisely visible on the receiver’s 
screen regardless of the differences 
in spatial angles. This automatic 
matching of images produces 
a real-time, accurate, narrow 
bandwidth exchange of information 
between battle participants, thus 
providing quick precision targeting 
and true situational awareness.

ExtensiveOperationalCapabilities
 MatchGuide is effective regardless 
of type of electro-optic sensors 
used or their wavelength; regardless 
of time of day, partially cloudy 
weather, line-of-sight or field 
of view. MatchGuide is a cost-
effective solution for any platform 
upgrade program as well.
 MatchGuide is combat proven 
across all services of the IDF (Israel 
Defense Forces).
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OperationalCharacteristics
    Adaptable to any E/O system
     Real time solution of complex and time consuming  
    human orientation tasks     
    User friendly – No special training required
    Does not require wide band communication
    GSA (Ground Situational Awareness) onto live video

Captions
MatchGuide brings to the fields of Time Critical Targets  
and IMINT exploitation what GPS brought to the field  
of navigation!

Systems

Manned Aircraft                                    
(Fighter A/C, attack helicopters,   
reconnaissance A/C)

Unmanned aerial vehicles

Aerostats

APCs, battle tanks

C2 Centers

IMINT exploitation centers

Forward operating bases
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Targeting pods (Litening IV  
or others)

E/O weapons (Spice, Spike                           
NLOS or others)

Ground reconnaissance and 
surveillance systems

PlatformsandSystemsEspeciallySuitedto
MatchGuide

Ineachpair:wherearethedesignatedtargetsintherightphoto?

TechnicalSpecifications

   Video input format STANAG 4609 for video
and metadata 
Analogue video - RS-170, 
RS-343
Compressed digital video - 
H.264, MPEG2

   Data I/O 1553 Data Bus, Ethernet, 
RS-232, RS-422

Platforms
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